Abstract. Investigations of characteristics of turbulence inside boundary layer under decelerating flow were studied by means of constant temperature anemometer. The decelerating flow was simulated in the closed circuit wind tunnel 0.9 m × 0.5 m at IT AS CR. The free stream turbulence was either natural or risen up by square mesh plane grid. The details of experimental settings and measurement procedures of the instantaneous longitudinal velocity component are described and the distributions of intensity, skewness and kurtosis of turbulent fluctuations are discussed in the contribution.
Introduction
Since 1992, problem of by-pass transition is systematically studied at the Institute of Thermomechanics AS CR, v.v.i. (IT) [1] . Interesting and beneficial original notions were received on the effect of free stream turbulence (FST) intensity and length scale, surface roughness and their joint action on the moving the start of transition towards the leading edge (LE), on the shortening the transition region and on the conservation of a piece with pseudo-laminar flow just at LE. Experimental investigations were performed solely in zero pressure gradient boundary layers. The main results and conclusions were presented e.g. [2] . Regions with decelerating flow frequently occur in industrial machinery flows. Thus understanding the effect of an adverse pressure gradient on the by-pass transition seems very important. Owing to this, it was decided to extend the transition research at IT to check the validation of the till nowadays received knowledge in decelerating boundary layers.
Still unpublished measurements in turbulent boundary layer under decelerating turbulent free stream were done in the IT several decades ago [3, 4] . Critical analyse and check of the evaluation were done as to reach design fundamentals and images on specific demands on measuring methods for the upcoming continuation of bypass transition investigations. The revised results of the above mentioned experiments are briefly presented and discussed.
Experimental apparatus and procedure
The experiments were carried out in the close type wind tunnel of the IT. The investigated boundary layers were developing on a smooth flat plate located in the closed test section (height: 0.5 m; width: 0.9 m; length: 2.5 m). The scheme of the experimental set up is shown in the figure 1.
The plate has an elliptic leading edge and it is fastened about 0.15 m above lower wall of test section. The transition sandpaper-belt (grits 60; width: 0.05 m) is glued on the plate 0.1 m downstream from the LE as to stabilize the laminar turbulent transition location. A flap (chord: 0.075 m; deviation: 10°) is attached at the plate's trailing edge as to remove the circulation round the plate. The streamwise pressure gradient is imposed on the flat plate boundary layer by a displacement body fastened to the upper wall. The flow acceleration begins 0.15m downstream LE. The flow velocity is reaching maximal value 31 m/s in the cross section 0.45 m downstream LE and the flow deceleration starts 0.75 m downstream LE in the section x = 0. The plane diffuser (length 1 m; opening angle: 11.3°) has the deflected wall made from fine woven screen. Suction through this wall prevents flow separation in the diffuser. More details are given in the caption of figure 1. Similar modelling of decelerating flow is still employed e.g. Marxen et al. [5] and Uruba [6] .
Pitot-static tube and Pitot tube are main devices in the mean flow characteristics measurements. Preston tube serves for the skin friction measurements. All turbulence measurements were carried out by using the linearized DISA 55M constant temperature anemometer system (2) skewness factor S u' and flatness factor F u' of the velocity fluctuations derivative are calculated using the frozen turbulence approximation and definitions (2)
Turbulent free stream flow
The free stream velocity decrease with the distance x from the start of the flow deceleration is shown in figure  2 . The course can be described by the same empirical formulae:
in the set up with natural turbulence as well as in the case with turbulence amplified by means of the grid generator. 
where  is kinematic viscosity, (6) where H 12 =  1 / 2 is shape factor and C f skin friction coefficient.
The FST intensity Iu, of the longitudinal component of turbulent velocity fluctuations is increasing downstream in both investigated configurations (figure 2). The main reasons for these developments are the actions of relatively thick shear layers attached at the porous suctioned wall (see figure 1, item 9 ). This shear layers are evident from the mean velocity profiles across the diverging 2D-channel, shown in figure 4. Thus turbulent energy production survives at the mean flow energy expense. Not only turbulence intensity was evaluated from measurements but also central moments of 3 rd and 4 th order of the velocity turbulent fluctuations were calculated and similarly relevant moments of the velocity time derivative were determined. Canonical definitions are applied of the skewness factor S u , the flatness factor F u and the same factors were calculated for the velocity derivative fluctuations S u' and F u' . The flatness factor of the velocity time derivative was utilized after Rotta [7] and Townsend [8] 
Main features of investigated turbulent boundary layers
Distributions of boundary layer thickness , the shape factor H 12 =  1 / 2 and the skin friction coefficient C f are plotted in the figure 6 as functions of the distance x from the diffuser entry, section x = 0. Presented results [3] confirm the knowledge of the free stream turbulence effect on turbulent boundary layer namely: the more rapid thickening of boundary layer under amplified FST (upper part of figure 6) ; the more cambered mean velocity profiles i.e. lower values of the shape factor H 12 (middle part of figure 6 ) sign of the stabilizing effect of free stream turbulence and the increase of wall friction with increasing turbulence level at the given Reynolds number (bottom graph in figure 6 ). All mentioned effects are resulting from the amplification of turbulent diffusion across the layer. 
Turbulence in boundary layer inner region
The flow structures of boundary layers are characterized by characteristics plotted in figure 7 using the notation: under natural FST (empty marks) or in the grid generated FST (dark marks). Measurements were accomplished in Table 1 ). Table 1 . Additional information to figure 7 and figure 9.
After Wallace et al. [9] the production of kinetic energy of turbulent motions reaches maximum near the inner limit of buffer region about in location (y + ~ 10) where skewness S u is changing its sign. With the growing FST the location of maximal energy production of turbulent motions moves towards the wall. Profiles of the skewness factor S u plotted on figure 8 confirm this statement because S u -profiles determined in the grid FST are crossing the zero level nearer the wall, at (y
than S u -profiles measured in the natural FST, at (y + ) n ~ 10 12. Note: the friction velocity in the grid FST is larger than in the natural FST thus real difference of true locations y n -y g is larger than the difference of dimensionless locations. More elaborated discussion of the kurtosis profiles and statistical characteristics the fluctuating velocity derivative are outside the scope of this contribution. More detailed discussion is given in e.g. [4] . The flow deceleration as well as the changes of turbulence level in external flow does not affect qualitatively processes in the inner layer which is the main conclusion of this chapter. The quantitative differences/effects manifest themselves in the vicinity of viscous sublayer and buffer layer interface. They are the consequence of turbulent diffusion across the flow when disturbances originating in locations with higher mean velocity are penetrating towards the wall. 
Turbulence in boundary layer outer region
The advanced discussions of measurements in the outer regions of investigated layers work on the evaluated profiles of the intensity of turbulence (figure 9), the skewness factor and the flatness one of the longitudinal velocity fluctuations and on the relevant statistical characteristics of the derivative of velocity fluctuations. The profiles of the intermittency factor (figure 10 and figure 11) were evaluated after the formulae (7).
01038-p.5 figure 7 and additional information is in Table 1 .
The shape of the measured longitudinal velocity fluctuations intensity profiles I u ( figure 9 ) is dissimilar to the shape of the intensity determined in the flat-plate boundary layer on smooth surface in non-turbulent free stream (data borrowed from the Klebanoff measurements presented by Hinze [10] ). The flat second maximum of I u (x, y) arises further from the surface additionally to the pointed first maximum near the surface (y ~ 0.03 or y + ~ 15) if the flow become decelerating or if the free stream turbulence amplifies. The joint action of the decelerating pressure gradient and the FST amplification make the first maximum weaker. Finally the first maximum disappears. Having in mind that main portion to the turbulence kinetic energy originates from fluctuations of the velocity longitudinal component then it is possible to assume that maximum of turbulence energy moves from the surface due to the investigated effects. Next it might be surmised that maximum of the Reynolds shear stress is located in the proximity of the energy maximum because the turbulence production mechanism -conversion of the mean flow kinetic energy to turbulence. Simultaneously the Reynolds stresses transfer momentum across the boundary layer to the surface and thus the equilibrium of forces affecting fluid particles. Additionally to viscous forces the pressure gradient inhibits fluid particles in the decelerating external flow. Therefore momentum transfer to the surface reduces retardation of fluid particles, decreases the skin friction coefficient C f ( figure 6 ) and postpones the flow separation.
Profiles of skewness S u and flatness F u indicate that the FST turbulence level only little affect the flow in the region from the surface y = 0 up to about the middle of boundary y ~ /2. Further from these profiles follows that turbulence structures of boundary layers in natural FST and grid FST are different in the vicinity of boundary limit. This results from the fact that turbulent motions born inside the layer must bind to the structure of the free stream. In particular case -non-turbulent free streamthe vorticity generated in the layer must fully decay inside the Corrsin superlayer. Both investigated boundary layers are under turbulent FST but the natural turbulence is obviously of an intermittent character and the grid FST structure is near the isotropic turbulence structure. The different action of the studied events is obvious from figure 10 and figure  11 , where the profiles of the intermittency factor (7) are shown. The points measured in different sections x = const. are not distinguished in these figures for their better transparency. Owing to intermittent character of natural FST and intensified momentum transfer across the boundary layer the intermittency factor profile in figure 10 slowly and incompletely approaches the zero value in comparison with the course determined by Klebanoff in the smooth flat plate boundary layer under non-turbulent flow (reproduced in e.g. [10] ).
Wholly different shape than in the figure 10 has the intermittency profile across turbulent boundary layer measured in the grid generated FST plotted in figure 11 . The decrease of evaluated intermittency, from  = 1 up to ~ 0.7 in the zone between y/ = 0.2 up to 1.4 is 01038-p.6
